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Abstract: Traditional laboratories are assessed primarily with lab reports. However, lab report writing is not a skill that is particularly needed in 

working physicists! We describe an assessment system that fosters 

1) excellence in laboratory notebook keeping

2) abstract writing 

3) journal-style written presentations.

This assessment schema has provided ample information for the laboratory instructor, while helping students develop skills that they can really use.

It has been effective in several sophomore and junior level laboratory courses.

The Lab Courses:
• sophomore and junior level

• each week:  3 hour lab, 1 hour lecture

• rotation of experiments, each group   

doing different lab

• 2 partners or individual

• 2 credits

• most labs 1 or 2 weeks

• fairly well defined labs and procedures    

not “open ended” investigations (that 

is senior Capstone)

• “free standing” labs, not formally    

attached to any lecture course

• approximately 25 students/ course

• lab sections of 8 maximum

The Department
• 150 physics majors

• 33 full-time faculty

18 tenured, 3 tenure-track

12 lecturers

Only One Journal-Style 

Report

Goals:  Teach LaTeX, good writing style 

Student chooses any experiment they 

liked that worked up well

LaTeX – their first introduction

2 or 3 lecture hours 

how to install for various OS

basics

figures and captions

references

report template provided

Draft report submitted for grade

instructor red-inks and returns

style and presentation is graded as 

strongly as physics!

Final report submitted for grade 

2 weeks after draft 

Lab Notebooks:

Goals: Teach students to actively use notebooks for analysis, theory, conclusions 

as well as tables of  raw data.

Notebooks are the only assessment for most labs

Equipment sketches and descriptions are required for each experiment.   

If data are analyzed in a spreadsheet, a “typical calculation” must be shown by 

hand.

Each experiment’s notebook section culminates with an Abstract written in a style 

that could be used for a paper.

Lab notebooks are the only resource available during the final exam – this strongly 

promotes inclusion of theory and analysis in their notebooks.

Grading Rubric:

10% Pre-lab exercises

50%  Lab Notebook

10% Draft of report

10% Final report

20% Final exam

Abstracts:

Goal:  Improve abstracting skills in 

preparation for Capstone research

Students write an abstract for each 

lab, as part of their notebook, after 

finishing the rest of the lab.

Early abstracts include sophomoric 

statements 

“this lab worked well”

“equipment was easy to use”

“human error dominated”

Early abstracts omit important things 

like results!

Throughout the course, abstracts 

improve markedly. 

Final Exam:

Goals:  Provide one assessment 

independent of partnerships.  

Motivate good lab notebooks.

Exam is comprehensive in-class

Instrumentation questions as well as 

physics ones

Closed book, no internet, calculator 

and graph paper only

open lab notebook!  

Students know this exam will be 

open lab notes from the beginning.   

This has vastly improved the 

comprehensiveness of lab notes.


